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Abstract
Mercury sul�de �lms were deposited on amorphous glass substrates from aqueous solutions by
chemical bath deposition method (CBD) at same temperature and different deposition times. Produced
layers were post annealed at 250°C about one hour. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to study of �lm’s
crystalline structural. Their optical properties were measured by spectrophotometry in the spectra range
of 400-850 nm, Kramers-Kronig method was used for the analysis of re�ectivity curves of HgS �lms to
obtain the optical constants of �lms in order to investigation of relation between deposition time and
optical properties. According to X-ray diffraction details, all thin �lms showed crystalline phase with a
preferential growth along the (220) planes. Optical results have been shown photolminisance property for
HgS produced thin �lms. By increasing deposition time, the dielectric property, refractive index and band
gap values are increased.

1. Introduction
Mercury sul�de (HgS) is a polymorphic group II–VI semi-conductor. The most stable phases of HgS are α-
HgS (trigonal, cinnabar) and β-HgS (cubic, meta-cinnabar), with room temperature energy bandgaps (Eg)
of 2.03 eV and 0.54 eV, respectively [1–3].  HgS has wide application in numerous �elds as image
sensors, as a contact for semiconductor devices, as a binary constituent in ternary compounds for uses
in solar cells, in light-emitting devices, as well as in quanti�cation of biomolecules by conjugation on
nanoparticles [4-5], electrostatic image materials, ultrasonic transducers, and photoelectric conversion
devices [6-7]. Also, HgS is a suitable material in the manufacture of non-linear optical devices to detect
infrared signals, as well as piezoelectric transducers, photoelectrochemical cells, etc. [8]. 

 HgS crystallizes in three different structures that among them α-HgS (cinnabar, trigonal type, hexagonal
unit cell) and β-HgS (metacinnabar, zincblende type, cubic unit cell) have been most intensively explored.
 

HgS layers have been prepared by evaporation [9] and sputtering [10] methods by different researches.
They are useful in ultrasonic transducers, image sensors [11], electrostatic imaging materials [12], and
photoelectric conversion devices. 

There are many different methods for determining the optical constants of materials.  One of the most
common techniques that have been used to determine the optical constants over the whole measurement
range is Kramers-Kronig analysis. The present work describes the synthesis of α-HgS thin �lms by
chemical bath deposition method. Kramers- Kronig computational method is used to calculate the optical
constants of produced �lms as a function of deposition time. 

2. Experimental Details
Mercury sul�de layers were produced by chemical bath deposition method on glass substrates. Prior to
deposition, the glass substrates of (50mm * 25mm * 1mm) were cleaned ultrasonically in hetead acetone
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and then alcohol. For synthesis appropriate amounts of mercury chloride solution and Na2SO3 are
separately prepared. Formed mixture is thoroughly stirring for several minutes in order to dissolve and
solution to become homogeneous. Distilled water also added to for preparation of solution. These
solutions were mixed in a beaker and stirred well for a few minutes. The deposition bath was
continuously stirred and heated up to 75°C temperature and kept constant in this temperature. Cleaned
substrates put in to aqueous solutions vertically by holders. We used 50, 100 and 150 minutes different
deposition times. Other deposition parameters were: [mercury chloride] = 0.05M; [Na2SO3] = 0.01 M; pH =
2-3; Produced layers were at 250ºC for one hour. Crystal and phase structure of the deposited layers were
identi�ed using an X-Ray Xpert MPD diffractometer (CuKα radiation, λ=0.15406 nm) with step size of
0.03 and count time of 1s per steps. Re�ectance of the layers was measured with UV-VIS
spectrophotometer (Hitachi, U-3310) instrument. In order to obtain optical constants of HgS thin �lms
Kramers-Kronig analysis was carried out on the re�ectance spectra on the samples.

3. Results And Discussion
3.1. X-Ray Diffraction analysis

For investigation the crystalline structures of the deposited thin �lms, XRD measurements were used at
room temperature. Figure 1 shows the X-ray diffraction pattern of HgS/glass thin �lms produced at
different deposition times of 50, 100 and 150 minutes. The XRD pattern shows single crystal of α phase
of HgS with only (220) re�ections characteristic at 2ϴ=32.44o which are in good agreement with the
JCPDS-pattern (JCPDS �le No.: 73-1593). The �lms tend to crystalized in a certain direction.

As shown, increasing deposition time gradually leads to higher lattice volume as speci�ed by peak shift
towards lower diffraction angle (higher d value) due to increasing the compressive stress in the �lms.

3.1.2. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy

EDAX results are shown in �gure 2. In agreement with our purpose, the peaks of Hg and S were present in
the spectrum with the large peak of Si. The Hg and S peak intensity increased by increasing deposition
time. We can consider that by increasing deposition time, oxygen can also come from the air during the
deposition process and resulting in lower O amount. The layers deposited at 50 minutes have a more
oxygen-rich composition. The increased in deposition time lead to decrease in oxygen content in the
layers.

3.3. Optical properties with Kramers-kronig relations

The relation between deposition time and optical properties were investigated. In this work Kramers-
Kronig relations were used to calculate the phase angle θ (E) [13-14]:
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Where E denotes the photon energy, E2 the asymptotic limitation of the free-electron energy, and R(E) the
re�ectance. Hence, if E2 is known, the θ (E) can be calculated. Then the real and imaginary parts of the
refractive index were calculated, from which other parameters were obtained.

Figure 3 show transmittance and re�ectance curves for mercury sul�de layers produced by chemical bath
deposition method in different deposition times of 50, 100 and 150 minutes, for this work.

The spectra’s are obtained in visible light energy range (1.5-3 eV). As it can be seen from �gure 1, before 2
eV, curves have been separated. This region belongs to hot colors as red and infrared. By increasing
deposition time, transmittances decreases that are because of con�guration of complete layers by
increasing deposition time. Also in this range of energy (1.5-2 eV) transmittances are high and are about
80% up to 90%, for the layers produced in this work. Oblique and almost same transmittance and
re�ectance observe for 2 eV to 2.3 eV energy ranges that belongs to orange color. For 2.3 eV up to 3 eV
energies that belongs to violet, blue, green and yellow colors, curves are almost the same and are in
straight lines also transmittance of this region is very low and re�ectance (�gure 3b) is very high, that
means mercury sul�de is offended layer in this range, HgS layers are almost transparent in hot color
wavelengths and offended in cold color wavelengths. Figure 3 shows the re�ectance of mercury sul�de
produced 

in this work. On the contrary of transmittance curves, there are high re�ections for high energies and low
re�ections for lower energies. In lower energy range by increasing deposition time re�ection increases
that is because of formation complete layers.

Figure 4 shows the real part of re�ective index for mercury sul�de layers produced in this work. Real part
of refractive index begins from a minimum and reaches to a maximum and continues in a straight line
for all layers. As it can be seen, by increasing deposition time, n has an increasing trend that is because
of formation complete and dense layers by increasing deposition time. The results of real part of
refractive indices are in agreement with re�ection curves. 

Figure 5 shows the imaginary part of refractive index (k). These curves are in exact agreement with
transmittance curves. In infrared, red and orange energy regions, there is a low extinction coe�cient for
mercury sul�de layers and the k amounts are almost the same. By increasing deposition time in the range
of 2.3 eV- 3 eV energies, transmittance of layers decreases therefor absorbance increases. In the violet,
blue, green and yellow energy region, extinction coe�cients are high. 
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Figure 6 shows the real part of dielectric function. All curves begin from a minimum and increase to a
maximum. By increasing deposition time real parts of dielectric functions (ε1) increase, that is because of
formation more HgS molecules on layers by increasing deposition time. ε1 for low energies is almost the
same. Figure 7 shows the imaginary parts of dielectric functions (ε2). For low energies range, ε2 curves
are almost the same. By increasing deposition time, ε2 curves increases in high energy ranges. ε2 results
are in exact agreement with extinction coe�cient curves. Figure 8 and 9 show real parts (σ1) and
imaginary parts (σ2) of optical 

conductivities for layers produced in this work, respectively. By increasing the deposition time, real part of
conductivities decrease and imaginary parts of conductivities increase. Results are in the exact
agreement with dielectric function curves. There are a high conductivities for violet, blue, green and yellow
colors and low conductivity for orange, red and infrared colors. Hg atoms for layer produced at 50
minutes have high densities and S atoms in same layer have low densities. For layer produced at 100
minutes, number of Hg atoms decrease and number of HgS molecules increases and also for layer
produced at 150 minutes, number of Hg atoms has low densities and HgS molecules con�gure more on
layer.

Figure 10 shows the absorption coe�cient for mercury sul�de layers produced in this work. In high
energy ranges, by increasing deposition time absorption coe�cient decreases. There are high absorbance
for this region, Therefor mercury sul�de layers for violet, blue, green, yellow colors are offended and for
orange, red and infrared colors are transparent. As it can be seen from all optical results, orange is a
frontier color for HgS layers and mercury sul�de layers have photolminisance property.

Figure 11 shows the values of band gap energy for the layers produced in this work. By increasing
deposition time, present of Hg atoms decrease and formation of HgS molecules increase, therefor
dielectric property increases and value of band gap also increases. Table 1 shows the values of bang gap
energy for mercury sul�de layers produced in this work. 

Table I: Band gap energy values of β- HgS nano layers

Deposition time (minutes) band gap energy (eV)

50  1.96

100  2.06

150  2.08

4. Summary
Mercury sul�de nano layers were deposited from aqueous solution using CBD method, at different
deposition times 50, 100 and 150 minutes. Produced Nano layers post annealed at 250°C about one hour.
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The optical properties of produced layers were calculated by Kramers-Kronig relations on re�ectivity
curves in visible light energy range. Mercury sulphide layers had photolminisance property. Produced
layers were transparent for hot colours and were offended for cold colours. Orange is frontier colour for
produced layers. 
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Figures

Figure 1

The XRD spectra of mercury sul�de layers produced by CBD method at different deposition times
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Figure 2

The EDAX images of mercury sul�de layers produced by CBD method at different deposition times
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Figure 3

The a) transmittance and b) re�ectance of mercury sul�de layers produced by CBD method at different
deposition times 

Figure 4

The real part of refractive index of mercury sul�de layers produced by CBD method at different deposition
times
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Figure 5

The imaginary part of refractive index of mercury sul�de layers produced by CBD method at different
deposition times

Figure 6
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The real part of dielectric constant of mercury sul�de layers produced by CBD method at different
deposition times 

Figure 7

The imaginary part of dielectric constant of mercury sul�de layers produced by CBD method at different
deposition times

Figure 8
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The real part of conductivity index of mercury sul�de layers produced by CBD method at different
deposition times

Figure 9

The imaginary part of conductivity index of mercury sul�de layers produced by CBD method at different
deposition times

Figure 10
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The absorption coe�cient of mercury sul�de layers produced by CBD method at different deposition
times

Figure 11

The values of band gap energy of mercury sul�de layers produced by CBD method at different deposition
times


